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1. INTRODUCTION 
Dynamical systems as a generalization of solutions of ordinary differential 
equations are already a classical subject in the mathematical literature. Its 
systematic generalization to systems with nonunique solutions was developed 
by Barbashin [I] and the author [6]. Barbashin studied the general dynamical 
systems (g.d.s.) by defining them as two-parameter families of transformations 
of the space onto itself, satisfying the given conditions. Roxin [6] has discussed 
the stability properties of g.d.s. by considering one-sided estimates of motions. 
One can expect that an estimation of the lower bound, for the rate at which 
the motion approaches the equilibrium point or the invariant set, would 
yield interesting refinements of stability notions. Actually, Zubov’s notion 
[7] of uniform-attractor is a refinement of such a nature. 
In the present paper an axiomatic approach to the theory of general 
dynamical systems will be formulated. Following Zubov [7], we introduce 
the concepts of strict stability and boundedness of the shift-invariant set 
determined by the g.d.s. and defined by an auxiliary function and the two- 
sided estimates obtained ensure that the motion remains in tube-like domains. 
We shall obtain sufficient conditions, in terms of a Lyapunov function, for 
the stability and boundedness of motion in tube-like domains, by estimating 
simultaneously both lower and upper bounds of the derivatives of Lyapunov 
functions and using the theory of functional differential inequalities. An 
example is constructed to illustrate the results. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let I be the interval 0 < t < 03, Rn be Euclidean n-space and C denote 
the space of continuous functions from [-T, 0] (0 < T < co) into Rn. 
For a vector x E Rn and any function 4 E C define 
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respectively. Let C, denote the set of functions 4 E C for which 14 1 < H, 
H > 0. If x(t) is a continuous function on [to - T, co), with values in R*, 
then for each t 2 t, , the function xt with values x~(s) = x(t + S) and 
domain --7 < s < 0 is clearly a member of C. Let C* C C be a set of 
equicontinuous and equi-bounded functions. It is easy to observe that the 
set C* is locally compact, complete, and a separable metric space with 
respect to the metric d($, ,&J = I41 - +a 1 for all &, $a E C*. 
Definition of g.d.s. 
By a g.d.s. in Ii* in relation to C*, we mean a two-parameter family of 
transformations, written @(to, 4) (t), of C* into the set of subsets of C*, 
defined for 0 < t,, < t. We defined the correspondent attainability function 
by F(to , $) (t) = {Y(O)}, for all YE @(t,, , +) (t). We make the following 
assumptions: 
(i) For each $ E C *, 0 < t, < t, F(t, ,$) (t) CR” is closed and 
nonempty; 
(ii) For each 4 E C*, 0 < t,, < t < t, + 7 and every ?P E @(to , +) (t), 
Y(S) = +(s + t - t,) for all -9 < s < to - t. In particular, if t = to, 
Y(s) = C(s). Hence F(to , $)(h> = {4(0)1, 
(iii) F(t, , +) (t) is continuous in t for t 2 to ; 
(iv) For 0 < t,, < t, < t, 
wo 7 4) (4 = u % T Y) (t), for all YE @(to, 4) (tI). 
The set-valued function F(t,, , +) (t), for fixed 4 E C*, is called a motion of 
the g.d.s. 
For fixed + E C*, the vector-valued function P(t) is called a trajectory of the 
g.d.s., if P(t) is defined for t > t, - T, Pt, = + and Pt E @(to, 4) (t). 
Shift-Invariant Sets 
Let A be any nonempty subset of C* and B any subset of Rfi and F(t, , 4) (t) 
be the motion of the g.d.s. 
The set B is said to be shift-invariant with respect to the set A and the 
g.d.s. if 4 E A implies that all the functions (of C*) belonging to P(to , 4) (t) 
take values only in B for all t > t,, . 
Let g(x) be a scalar function defined and continuous on R*, and define 
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Let the sets A and B be defined as follows 
,4 = (4 E c* : / g($b)l = O}, (2.2) 
B = (x E Rn : iig(r)jj < 011, (2.3) 
where 01 is some positive real number. 
Let the set B be shift-invariant with respect to the set A and the g.d.s. 
We need the following sets: 
-w?) = id E c* : I ml G $9 
-&(a, d = ix E R” : II &)ll < 01 + d, 
JQrl) = i+ fs c* : I ‘Y(#>l 3 $9 
-&(a> d = 1~ E R” : II ,&II > 01 + II:, 
where 77 is some positive real number. 
Let F(ts , 4) (t) be the motion of g.d.s. and 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
DEFINITION 1. B IS strictly equi-stable with respect to A, rf there exists a 
function g(x) such that (2.2), (2.3) are satisfied, and, furthermore, for each 
or > 0 and to ~1, rt is possible to find positive functions dr = d,(t, , 01, EJ, 
dz = d,(t, , 01, cr), and Ed = Ez(to , 01, EJ which are continuous in to for each 
or , Ed < dz < dl < or such that 
W. ,9)(t) C -JUT 4 n W, 5-h t I==- to, 
whenever 
DEFINITION 2. B IS attracting with respect to A, if there exists a function 
g(x) such that (2.2), (2.3) are satisfied, and, furthermore, the following two 
conditrons hold simultaneously: 
(i) In Definition 1, if it is possrble to find only d, = dl(to , CY, Q) > 0 
such that 
F(to >4)(t) c -%(% 4 t > to 
whenever 
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(ii) For each <I > 0, yr > 0, 0 < yz < y1 , t, E I, it is possible to 
find positive numbers ~a = ez(tO , ‘Y, or , y1 , y%), Tr = Z’,(t, , 01, c1 , yI), 
T, = T&, , 01, cl , yl), Tl < T, , c2 < l 1 , e2 < y2 such that 
WI 3 w> c q% 4 n E2(% 62) for t~[t,+ Tl,to+ T21, t E I, 
whenever 
d E Gh) n E2b2). 
DEFINITION 3. B is strictly equi-norm-bounded with respect to A, if 
there exists a function g(x) such that (2.2), (2.3) are satisfied, and, further- 
more, for each y1 > 0 and t, E I, it is possible to find, for every y2 satisfying 
0 < y2 < y1 , positive functions & = Pl(to, 01, A, B2 = P,(& , 01, y1 , y2), 
which are continuous in t, for each yr , /3, < & , p2 < y2 such that 
mo > 4x4 c 46% A) n E2(% B2>, t > to, 
whenever 
4 E -wl) n E22(Y2). 
3. SCALAR FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let Rf denote the nonnegative real line and C+ be the set of continuous 
functions from [-T, 0] ---f Rf. Let C,+ C C+ be the set of those 0 E Cf for 
which 1 cr 1 < H, H > 0. Let Wl(t, Y, u), W2(t, r, u) be continuous functionals 
defined on I x R+ x CH+, and monotonically increasing in 0, such that 
W, < W, . Then it is known [4] that the maximal solution r(t, , o) (t) of 
r’(t) = WI@, r(t), rt), qto , 4(t) = 44 for t, - 7 < t < to (3.1) 
and the minimal solution u(to , Y) (t) of 
u’(t) = W2(4 u(t), %), for t, - 7 < t < t, 
(3.2) 
exist to the right of t, . By the theory of functional differential inequalities, 
we also have 
provided 
4&l , Y)(t) < r(t, , W), t > cl, 
yw < ‘s(s) for -r<s<o. 
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Corresponding to the Definition 1, we can formulate condition (I*) with 
respect to (3.1) and (3.2). 
(I*) Given q1 > 0, t, E I, there exist positive functions 8, = S,(t, , Q), 
6, = &(t,, , Q), ~a = ~(t,, , it) which are continuous in to for each yr , 
~a < 6, < 6, < n, , such that 
whenever 
Conditions (2*) and (3*) may be formulated similarly. 
4. LYAPUNOV FUNCTION 
Let the function V(t, x) > 0 be defined and continuous on 
[t,, - T, co) x Rn. 
Define 
and, for t > t, , 
vt(t, WI , (6)) = w + 5 ~t(tll 8 a, -T<S<O. 
We assume that 
qt + s, VW) = 0 if CEA, 
where A C C* is given. We define 
v*(t, F(t0 ,4>(t)) = lirgup t [v(t + A, F(to ,+)(t + h)) - v(t, F(to ,C)(t>)l. 
(4.1) 
Now we formulate the following lemma, which is useful for our further 
discussion. 
LEMMA. Let the function V*(t,F(t, ,4)(t)) of (4.1) satisfy the inequality 
Wz(t, w, ml , m), v&P ml ,+)I) < v*tt, ml 3 d)(t)) 
< wl(t, w, w, 9 d)(t)>, v&s wcl > m, (4.2) 
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where WI and W, are as explained in Section 3. Assume that r(t, , u) (t) and 
u(tO , !P) (t) be the maximal and minimal solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), respectively, 
existing to the right of t, , and that 
Then 
w> d wo + s, 4(s)) < 44, t, - 7 < s < to. (4.3) 
Go 9 ‘y>(t) G w W)) G r(to 9 4(t), t > t, . (4.4) 
Sketch of the proof. Define m(t) = V(t,F(to ,4)(t)), t 3 to - 7, then 
m, = V,(t, F(to , $)) for t > to . From the definition of V*(t, F(to ,4)(t)) 
and the right half of the inequality in (4.2) we have 
limszp i [m(t + h) - m(t)1 G w& m(t), 4. 
Using the notion of maximal solution of (3.1) as given in [4], we obtain the 
desired right half of the inequality in (4.4). Similar reasoning can be used 
for the left half. 
We list below certain assumptions which will be used subsequently: 
(9 bM4 to ,4)> G W W. , Mt>) d 444 to , d)) (4.5) 
where a(r), b(r) are continuous strictly increasing functions for Y > 0 with 
a(0) = b(0) = 0, and p(t, to, 4) is as defined in (2.5). 
(ii) b(r) + co as r -+ co. (4.6) 
5. STRICT STABILITY THEOREMS 
In this section, theorems are stated and proved which yield sufficient 
conditions for strict stability, attractivity and strict boundedness in the sense 
of the definitions of Section 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let the assumptions of the lemma hold together with (4.5). 
Then (1 *) implies that the g.d.s. is strictly equi-stable. 
Proof. Let F(to ,+) (t) be the motion of the g.d.s. such that 
W) < wo + s, $(s)) d 44, to - 7 < s < to. (5.1) 
Since the assumptions of the lemma hold, we have, in vtew of (5.1), 
u(t, 9 Y)(t) < V(t, F(to 9 #(t)) < r(to , +), t > to. (5.2) 
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Let or > 0, t, EI be given. Since (l*) holds, given Q = b(a + EJ, t, E I, 
there exist positive functions 
61 = w, 9 171h 62 = S2(f0 , 771) and 72 = rlzkl 9 m), 172 < 62 G 61 < 71 > 
such that 
72 < &I 9 W) d aI 9 4) -=c 71 9 t > to, (5.3) 
whenever 
~,<I~IdI~l<~l. (5.4) 
Choose c2 > 0 such that a(a + l 2) < q2 and c2 < Ed , this choice is 
possible because of (4.5). Further, (4.5), (5.1) and (5.4) show that there exist 
two positive functions d, = d,(t, , 01, EJ, d2 = d,(t, , 01, EJ such that 
d, < 1 g($(s))/ < dl implies 6, < V(t, + s, $(s)) < 6, and vice versa. Thus, 
whenever 4 E &(dl) n E,(d,), the motion F(tO , +) (t) satisfies (5.2). Now 
that 
;“, El:;): $(d,). 
JVo ,4) (t) C Eda, 4 n E2(~, c2), t > to, provided 
Suppose, on the contrary, there exists a matron F(t,, , 4) (t) of the g.d.s. 
satisfying 4 E El(d,) r\ E2(d2) such that for some t = t, > t, , it reaches the 
boundary of Er(ol, Q) n E2(ol, e2). Thus means that either p(t, , t, , 4) = 01 + E~ 
or p(t, , to , 4) = LY. + l 2 . In the first instance, using the inequahties (4.5), 
(5.2) and (5.3), we arrive at the contradiction 
b(a + 4 < w , w, , d)(Q) < &I , ml) < 4a + 4 
On the other hand, if p(t, , t,, , 4) = 01 + c2 , we obtain a similar contradiction 
a(a + l P> 3 Wl ,wLl ,$)(h)) 2 u(tcl , W,) > a(a + E2), 
because of the inequahties (4.5), (5.2) and (5.3). This proves that the g.d.s. 
is strictly equi-stable. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumptions of the lemma hold together with (4.5). 
Then (2*) implies that the g.d.s. is attracting. 
Proof. Let or > 0, t, ~1, y1 > 0 be given. Choose an y2 such that 
0 < y2 < yr . Let y2 < I g(+(s))j < yi , then because of (4.5) it is possible 
to find positive numbers $& = fl(rl) and p2 = p2(y2) such that 
Let (2*) hold, which means that (I*) and (ii*) of (2*) are true simultaneously. 
First suppose that (ii*) is satisfied. Then, given Q = b(a + EJ, t, E I and 
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0 < p2 < 91, there exist positive numbers Q = r12(toy q1 , f1 , p2), 
T, = T,(f, ,?I 9 TI)> T, = T&o ,?4 > ql), Tl < T, , 72 < 711,~ < f2 such 
that 
Let F(tO, 4) (t) be the motion of the g.d.s. such that 
then, as in Theorem 1, we have (5.2) is true whenever (5.1) is satisfied. 
Now whenever + E &(yr) n &(y2), it follows (5.7) is valid because of (5.5). 
Choose an Ed such that a(ol + c2) < qa , l a < ya and l a < pi . We assert 
that (ii) holds with the ~a , TX , T, given above. Supposing the contrary and 
proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, one can prove that (ii) of Definition 2 
is true. 
Let (i*) be also satisfied, with necessary modifications, the proof of 
Theorem 1 shows that (i) of Definition 2 is true. Conditions (1) and (ii) 
together show that g.d.s. is attracting. 
THEOREM 3. Let the assumptions of the lemma hold together with (4.5) and 
(4.6). Then (3*) implaes that the g.d.s. is strictly equz-norm-bounded. 
Proof. Let y1 > 0 and t, E I be given. Choose yz such that 0 < yz < yi . 
As in Theorem 2, there exist & and +a satisfying (5.5), whenever 
yz .< 1 g($(s))/ < yi . Let (3*) holds. Then given yi > 0, t, ~1, there exist, 
for every yz, 0 < p2 < ?i, two positive functions 1, = Zl(t, , pi), 
Za = Z,(t, , & , pa), Za < 1, , I, < j& such that 
4 < &l , Y)(t) < r(t, > o)(t) -c 4 , f > to, (5.8) 
whenever 
n 
y2~/~l~l~I<~l. (5.9) 
Smce b(r) ---f cc as r - co, it is possible to find two positive functions 
A = Pl(to I a, YA P2 = B2(toy 01, y1 , y2) such that 
4 d b(” + ,%), l2 2 a(a + A), B2 < Y2 > B2 < Bl . (5.10) 
If F(to , +) (t) is the motion of the g.d.s. such that 
Y(s) < V(t, + s, 9x4) < 44, for t,, - 7 < s < t, . 
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Now supposing the contrary and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we can prove that the g.d.s. is strictly equi-norm-bounded. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We give below an example to illustrate our results. 
A way to determine a g.d.s. is by the solutions of a functional differential 
system 
for to - 7 < t < t, (6.0) 
satisfying assumptions (i)-(iv) of the definition of g.d.s. but not necessarily 
uniqueness of solutions. Note that f should be defined and continuous on 
I x Rn x C, . 
With respect to the g.d.s. defined by an equation of the type (6.0) we define 
EXAMPLE. Consider the functional differential equation 
d(t) = x(t) + b(t) j-” x(t + s) ds. 
-* (6.1) 
Let Z’(t, X) = 11 x 11 and g(x) = x, and b(r) = U(Y) = Y which satisfies 
all requirements. Now in view of the definition of V*(t, x, +), we observe 
that 
- II x(t) + b(t) j-” x(t + s) ds II < V*(t, x, xt) 
--7 
< II x(t) + b(t) s” x(t + 4 ds II- --7 
Thus the functions WI and W, of (3.1) and (3.2) take the form 
WJt, r(t), yt) = y(t) + II WI so r(t + 4 & 
W&, u(t), 4 = - [u(t) + II aciil Jy7 u(t + 4 q. 
The maximal solution of (3.1) is given by 
Y (to , u)(t) = o(to) eectptO) - Ft + emto, t > to 
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with 
D(S) = o(to) ,-(s-to) - e-S + e-4 for to - 7 < s B to, 
when 
-24,) e-(t-tO) + ze-t - e-t0 
I1 b(t)ll = [(p - 1) a(t,) e-(t-to) + (1 - @) e-t + ~e-$ 1 ’ 
We choose the minimal solution of (3.2) as 
td(t, , Y)(t) = e-4to[Y(to) edptO) - eet + e+], t > to, 
with 
y(s) = e-4to[y(to) e+to) - e-’ + e-“01 for to - 7 < s < to, 
when 
-e-5to 
11 b(t)lI = [ (e7 _ 1) y(to) e-(t+3to) _ (p - 1) e-(t++J + *e-& 1 ’ 
It is easy to observe that the condition (2*) is fulfilled and, consequently, it 
follows from Theorem 2 that the motion of (6.1) is attracting. 
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